💞
16:20:21 From Courtney : hey everyone, the NJ State Bar foundation is
currently holding free virtual PD on how to build resilience for our students during
distance learning. I attended one the other day and found it very useful.
16:29:22 From Kerry Sullivan : Hi all -this is a necessity in our district. Not only
are the students feeling the remnants of the pandemic .. but we have lost 3 teachers
in the past 48 hours….. the need is so great and there is no incentive being taken at
all!
16:30:05 From Vincent Pelli : Sorry for your losses Kerry
16:30:59 From Kerry Sullivan : Thank you Vincent!
16:31:13 From Mildred Arroyo : Wow so sorry for your losses!
16:32:03 From Jasmin Sanchez : So sorry to hear that!
16:32:05 From Julianne Buccino : So sorry Kerry, so very sorry
16:32:11 From Willis Dunbar : THANK YOU for that answer.
16:34:11 From Courtney : so sorry, Kerry
16:34:29 From Mayra Hillgardner : That’s so sad Kerry, I am sorry to hear that. I
am focusing on teachers… how to implement SEL for teachers to decrease burnout
and stress
16:34:49 From emily : Wow, I can’t even imagine. I’m so sorry Kerry.
16:35:53 From Mayra Hillgardner : wellness of teachers is so essential and
many times its neglected
16:39:02 From Vincent Pelli : We have TOSAs- Teachers on Special Assignment
for RJ
16:44:09 From Lisa Levchak : Kerry, thinking of you and your colleagues
during this difficult time.
16:45:40 From Lisa Levchak : Mildred, if you don't mind sharing what was the
reason for the video conference pull? I'm afraid of that in my district...
16:49:17 From Mildred Arroyo : There has been some issue with individuals
going into calls and posting inappropriate videos/photos.
16:50:13 From Julianne Buccino : Is voice thread a part of google suites?
16:50:30 From Julianne Buccino : Does voice thread cot $?
16:51:11 From Lisa Levchak : Thanks Mildred ... such a shame.
16:52:01 From Lisa Levchak : Not a Google product
16:52:06 From Mildred Arroyo : Yes it really is a shame that individuals ruin it :/
16:54:38 From Courtney : we are doing virtual parent-teacher conferences for
3rd marking period so that we can get a better pulse check with all parents, not just
the parents we are already reaching out to due to student concerns.

16:54:51

From Lisa Levchak : I just registered for voicethread - it's free

16:55:13 From Lisa Levchak : Thanks Dr. Taylor
16:57:37 From Scott Taylor : Martin can be found here- https://
www.astronautssel.com
17:02:28 From Scott Taylor : Julianna Luksa- jluksa@hpschools.net
17:03:29 From jamieschoenbach To Scott Taylor(privately) : I’m sorry, I have
another call now… thank you so much for all of this!!
17:07:17 From Courtney : https://njsbf.org/school-based-programs/njsbfwebinars-and-online-content/ here is a downloadable PDF with a few ideas for
SEL during distance learning that I've been using. Daily notes have been a low
inference way to connect with my students by emailing a few a day to check in
about their emotional health during this time
17:08:48 From Scott Taylor : taylorleadership.net
17:08:51 From Julianne Buccino : Dr. Taylore,
17:09:01 From Julianne Buccino : Dr. Taylor,
17:09:14 From Lisa Levchak : Thanks Dr. Taylor!!
17:09:15 From Vincent Pelli : Thank you!
17:09:25 From Cassandra Casella : Thank you!
17:09:28 From Courtney : Always a pleasure, Dr. Taylor. Thank you!
17:09:31 From Willis Dunbar : THANK YOU!!!
17:09:36 From alexandrasimoes : Thank you!
17:09:37 From Julianne Buccino : You are a one of a kind. Thank you for your
time and insights. Thank you to Julianna and Martin as well!
17:09:39 From Courtney : Thank you Julianna and Martin as well!
17:09:45 From Martin Blank : Thank you!
17:09:47 From Mildred Arroyo : Thank you all!
17:09:50 From Thomas Curcio : Thank you!
17:09:54 From Kerry Sullivan : Thank you so much Dr.Taylor and company!
Be safe and healthy
17:10:04 From mbrooks : thank you
17:10:08 From Dahlia : Thank you so much!
17:10:10 From Ana Paola Pazmino : Thanks so much

